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CLASSICAL GREECE (HARMONY G)

A cruise voyage unravelling the wonders of Classical Greece,
through the Aegean Sea to the Peloponnese mainland. Visit the
beautiful Cyclades, Kea, Santorini, Mykonos and the
neighbouring UNESCO-protected archaeological isle of Delos.
Crete, the largest and southern most Greek island and
birthplace of the Greek God of the sky and thunder, Zeus. The
crystal blue waters of the island of Kythira, a hidden gem of the
Aegean Sea. The Peloponnese with Monemvasia’s historical
treasures and Nafplion, one of Greece’s prettiest and most
romantic towns. Hydra, an off-the-beaten track island with her
picturesque harbour. Each day you will discover a new port of
call, a hidden cove with crystal blue waters to cool you, a
glimpse of ancient history to amaze you and rich cultural
diversity to intrigue you.

ITINERARY

Day 1 ATHENS - KEA, GREECE

Embarkation at Marina Zea in Athens, between 2-3 pm. Enjoy a
welcome drink and meet your crew and fellow passengers.
Depart via Cape Sounion to Kea. Time at leisure to explore Kea’s
tiny port, Korrisia after dinner. Departure in the early hours for
Delos. Overnight at sea.

Day 2 DELOS-MYKONOS, GREECE
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Optional morning tour to the unique archaeological site of
Delos, antiquity’s most sacred island. On to the port of
Mykonos, with a swim stop on the way. Free afternoon and
evening to enjoy the island’s cosmopolitan lifestyle. Overnight in
Mykonos.

Day 3 SANTORINI, GREECE

Noon arrival in Santorini (anchorage at Fira). Experience the
stunning natural drama of the volcanic caldera. Optional tour to
archaeological sites and typical villages with unique views over
the Aegean Sea. Overnight sailing to Crete.

Day 4 RETHYMNON, CRETE GREECE

Morning arrival at Crete’s famous and lively port of Rethymnon.
Rethymnon is the third largest town in Crete and is one of the
best preserved medieval cities in Greece. Optional tour to the
ancient city of Knossos near Heraklion. Late departure for
Kythira. Overnight at sea.

Day 5 KYTHIRA, GREECE

Late morning swim stop and afternoon arrival to Kythira, a less
known island gem now fast becoming a favourite among visitors
to Greece. Evening at leisure to visit the picturesque main town
of Chora and experience the subdued charms of this peaceful
island. Overnight in Kythira.

Day 6 MONEMVASSIA-NAFPLION, GREECE

Early morning sailing to Monemvassia. Discover a remarkable
medieval fortified town, with time at leisure to explore the
uniquely preserved Byzantine and Venetian architecture and
experience the beauty of the natural setting. Depart for Nafplion
in the early afternoon, with a swim stop on the way. Evening
arrival at Nafplion. The old quarter is charming, with narrow

streets and characteristic period architecture. Also, impressive
medieval fortifications can be seen in the port and crowning the
hills above. Nafplion is chock-full of tavernas, posh boutiques
and comfortable hotels and guest houses. Overnight in Nafplion.

Day 7 HYDRA - MARINA ZEA ATHENS, GREECE

Optional tour to Mycenae, the powerful walled palace of
Agamemnon, the Homeric Achaean king. Early afternoon
departure for the island of Hydra. Time at leisure to explore this
picturesque port town. After midnight arrival at Marina Zea,
Athens.

Day 8 MARINA ZEA - ATHENS, GREECE

Disembarkation after breakfast.

Please Note:

Itineraries can be changed at the discretion of the Vessel's
Captain in case of adverse weather conditions - winds of 6/7
beaufort or more depending on the vessel - on port authorities
not allowing a vessel to leave port or in case of other
extraordinary conditions.
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YOUR SHIP: HARMONY G

YOUR SHIP: Harmony G

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

The Harmony "G" is a modern vessel with a sleek high-tech look
very similar to the private yachts to be found in the famous ports
of the world. The 53 meter long / 7.2 meter wide Mega Yacht
Harmony G was launched in January 2001 and renovated in
2013. It complies with the most stringent SOLAS safety
regulations, while its powerful engines and state of the art
stabilizers allow for safe and comfortable cruising. Harmony G
has just 22 cabins with a maximum capacity of 46 passengers
who will be looked after by 16 crew. Life on board centers
around the Indoor / Outdoor lounge and its American bar, on
Upper Deck. The classy dining room located on Main Deck is
surrounded by large windows. The spacious Sun deck is the
ideal place to bask under the sun, read a good book or just gaze
at the scenery. The swimming platform on Harmony G stern
enables you to swim when weather and anchorage conditions
permit.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP
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PRICING

ADDITIONAL CHARGES: Port Charges 280 EUR pp


